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2. Attach the Top and Bottom Panels to a 
side panel with the 5/8” wood screws in the 
pre-drilled holes. Then attach the notched 
shelves as shown. Make sure the top 
panel has the groove facing down. 
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4. Attach the 2nd side 
panel with the wood 
screws. Make sure to 
locate the logo sticker at 
the bottom to match the 
first side - this will align 
all the holes for optional 
attachments.

Made in USA  

 1. Carefully unpack and 
locate all parts before beginning 
assembly. Use the illustration at 
left to identify and orient parts. 
Note: side panels have a small 
logo sticker at the bottom.

Assembly of the Plywood Mini Tower Spinner

3. Slide the 3 
dividers into the 
grooves between 
each shelf.  
 The divider with the 
drilled holes goes on 
the top shelf with the 
holes at the top. 
 All dividers should fit 
flush with the ends of 
the shelves.

5. Slide the Printed 
Header Sign into the 
slot in the Top Panel 
and align the drilled 
holes with the holes in 
the divider. Use the 
3/8” Post and Screw 
sets to secure the 
sign to the unit. 
Cover the wood 
screw heads with the 
self adhesive Birch 
Covers.
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See the reverse side for positioning 
and attaching additional accessories



Mini Ivory Shelf Mounting Template

Hole Set #1 Magnet Board and Dress Up Shelf, or Wallet Bar  

Hole Set #2         12 3/8"  ID Acrylic shelf use for Passports

Hole set #3          12 3/8" ID Acrylic Shelf  use for Quotable Notable Cards

Hole Set #4          Wallet Bar

Hole Set #5          12 3/8"  ID Acrylic shelf use for Passports

Hole Set #6          Dress Up Pocket or  12 3/8" ID Acrylic Shelf  use for
Quotable Notable Cards

Hole Set #7          Wallet Bar or  12 3/8" ID Acrylic Shelf  use for Passports

Hole Set #8          Magnet Board or  12 3/8" ID Acrylic Shelf  use for 
Quotable Notable Cards or 12 3/8" ID Acrylic Shelf 
use for Passports
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The  drawing of the Mini Tower Side Panel at left shows where to 
attach the “bolt-on” accessories that are available for this display.
Optional accessories include post and screw sets for mounting on 
the panel. Additional risers and inserts fit into the shelf pockets.




